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Abstract

Hybrid main group halide perovskites hold great technological promise in optoelec-

tronic applications and present rich and complex evolution of structure and dynamics.

Here we present low temperature dielectric measurements and calorimetry of APbI3

[A = CH3NH3
+, HC(NH2)2+] that suggest glassy behavior on cooling. In both com-

pounds, the dielectric loss displays frequency-dependent peaks below 100 K character-

istic of a glassy slowing of relaxation dynamics, with HC(NH2)2PbI3 exhibiting greater

glass fragility. Consistent with quenched disorder, the low temperature heat capacity

of both perovskites deviates substantially from the ∼T 3 acoustic phonon contribution

predicted by the Debye model. We suggest that static disorder of the A-site molecu-

lar cation, potentially coupled to local distortions of the Pb–I sublattice, is responsible

for these phenomena. The distinct low temperature dynamics observed in these two

perovskites suggest qualitative differences in the interaction between the molecular

cation and the surrounding inorganic framework, with potential implications for de-

fect screening and device performance at ambient temperatures.
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Hybrid organic–inorganic main group halide perovskites of the form AMX3 [A = CH3NH3
+,

HC(NH2)2+; M = Sn2+, Pb2+; X = Cl−, Br−, I−] have attracted intense research interest for

their performance in photovoltaic (PV) and other optoelectronic devices, coupled with ease

of preparation, and abundance of their constituent elements. In particular, CH3NH3PbI3

(methylammonium lead iodide) has been the subject of numerous recent investigations

since the first report of its application in a PV device in 2009.1 Recently, high perfor-

mance PV devices incorporating HC(NH2)2PbI3 (formamidinium lead iodide) have been

reported.2 For both compositions, many reports have focused on characterizing devices

and understanding photophysical and electronic processes, while far fewer efforts have

sought to develop a detailed description of crystal structure and disorder.

Due to the importance of local electric fields and defect screening for carrier sepa-

ration and extraction in devices, much recent work has focused on the local dielectric

environment in related lone pair-bearing main group metal halides3,4 and the relation-

ship between long-range polarization and performance of field-effect transistors and PV

devices employing CH3NH3PbI3.5,6 In addition to its importance in phase transitions in

hybrid perovskites,7–11 the A-site dipolar cation is an important determinant of dielectric

properties.12,13 Accordingly, much attention has been paid to the dynamics of the disor-

dered molecular cations in CH3NH3PbI3. Early 2H nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

investigations of N-deuterated samples indicate both rapid reorientation of the C–N axis

with respect to the inorganic cage (hereafter, “tumbling”) and rotation about the C–N axis

(hereafter, “twisting”) in the cubic and tetragonal phases, while only twisting remains in

the low temperature orthorhombic phase.14 Temperature studies of 1H NMR spin-lattice

relaxation times indicate the presence of cation twisting (activation energy 60 meV per

molecule) in the orthorhombic phase and suggest rotational tunneling at temperatures

below ∼70 K (first excited torsional state 23 meV above the ground state).15 Based on

calorimetry and infrared vibrational spectroscopy, three models of order–disorder transi-

tions of the organic cation have been proposed, all of which imply a fully ordered organic
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cation in the orthorhombic phase.16 Dielectric measurements indicate tumbling of the or-

ganic cation in the cubic and tetragonal phases and a Curie-Weiss-like temperature de-

pendence of the real permittivity, consistent with a thermally inhibited net polarization of

the molecular dipoles in the presence of an applied field.12 Group theoretical analysis of

quasi-elastic neutron scattering experiments suggests the presence of a four-fold rotation

(tumbling, ∼5 ps at ambient temperature) and a three-fold rotation (twisting, ∼1 ps at

ambient temperature) in the cubic and tetragonal phases, but only the three-fold rotation

in the orthorhombic phase (slowing substantially to ∼4 ns at 70 K).17 Weller et al. refined

crystallographic structure models from neutron powder diffraction that indicate isotropic

disorder of the organic cation in the cubic and tetragonal phases.11 In the orthorhombic

phase, they find that the molecular point group symmetry is compatible with the crystal

site symmetry and all atoms can be localized. In their model, the organic cations are or-

dered antiferroelectrically in the [010] direction, with alternating C–N dipole orientations

from cell to cell. Despite the nominal full ordering of the hydrogen atoms, they find large

anisotropic atomic displacement parameters (ADPs) that are consistent with substantial

librations of the organic cation even at 100 K.11 Lee et al. perform ab initio computational

investigations of the orthorhombic phase which confirm the stability of the trans confor-

mation of the organic cation and indicate hydrogen bonding between the amine-group

hydrogens and the neighboring iodides of the inorganic cage.18 Starting from the nominal

structure of Weller et al. and fixing all other structure parameters, they find energy barri-

ers (per molecule) of ∼70 meV, ∼190 meV, and ∼100 meV for three-fold rotation of the

methyl group, amine group, and full molecule, respectively, implying that none of these

modes are appreciably thermally populated in the orthorhombic phase.18

Far fewer reports of the structure and properties of HC(NH2)2PbI3 exist to date. This

compound exhibits polymorphism between a black perovskite phase and a yellow phase of

1-D chains at ambient temperatures, as well as further phase evolution on cooling.10 We

shall focus the remainder of our discussion on the perovskite phases. Trigonal structures
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for the ambient and intermediate temperature phases have been reported on the basis

of laboratory single crystal X-ray diffraction.10 The structure of the ambient temperature

phase has recently been clarified via neutron powder diffraction, which suggests the cubic

Pm3̄m perovskite aristotype and, correspondingly, a highly disordered molecular cation.19

The structure of the low temperature phase below 140 K (transition temperature from

differential scanning calorimetry, Supporting Information Figure S2) has not been fully

resolved.

An overview of the crystal structure of the low temperature phase of CH3NH3PbI3 and

the high temperature phase of both compositions is given in Figure 1. In light of the con-

flicting evidence from various experimental and theoretical treatments of the degree of

ordering of the organic cation in the orthorhombic phase of CH3NH3PbI3, here we em-

ploy dielectric spectroscopy and calorimetry to study the disorder of the polar molecu-

lar ion, and we extend our analysis to the closely-related and relatively underexplored

HC(NH2)2PbI3. We find in both compounds, frequency-dependent dielectric loss peaks be-

low 100 K characteristic of glassy slowing of relaxation dynamics. In HC(NH2)2PbI3, the

evidence points to greater glass fragility, perhaps due to the distinct shapes and dipole

moments of the molecular cations. The low temperature heat capacity of both perovskites

deviates substantially from the C∼T 3 acoustic phonon contribution predicted by the De-

bye model. Some static disorder of the A-site molecular cation, potentially coupled to local

distortions of the Pb–I sublattice, is suggested to play a role in these observed phenomena.

The complex permittivity across the full temperature range is presented in the Support-

ing Information (Figure S1) and confirms the reported behavior of the CH3NH3
+ cation at

the tetragonal–orthorhombic phase transition.12 At higher temperatures, the intrinsic per-

mittivity is obscured by ionic conductivity5,6,13,20 as well as interfacial and microstructural

effects.21–23 The low temperature complex permittivity is presented in Figure 2. Broad,

frequency-dependent dielectric loss peaks are evident in both compositions, arising from

the resonance of the probe with a dielectric relaxation process. Characteristic of glassy
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Figure 1: (a) High temperature cubic perovskite (Pm3̄m) structure of CH3NH3PbI3
(a = 6.31728(27) Å at 352 K)11 and HC(NH2)2PbI3 (a = 6.3620(8) Å at 300 K)19 with
highly disordered A-site cation. (b) Low temperature orthorhombic (Pnma) structure of
CH3NH3PbI3 at 100 K. Refined ADPs for the atoms of the organic cation remain large and
anisotropic at this temperature.11 Low temperature structures (< 150 K) have not yet been
reported for HC(NH2)2PbI3. (c) Methylammonium ion, [CH3NH3]+. (d) Formamidinium
ion, [HC(NH2)2]+.
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behavior, the dynamics slow by many orders of magnitude as the sample is cooled towards

the glass transition.24–27 Importantly, the real part of the permittivity is minimally reduced

as the relaxation is frozen out (< 1% for CH3NH3PbI3, < 7% for HC(NH2)2PbI3), suggest-

ing that the relevant process does not involve significant reorientation of the C–N dipole

axis. Though a wider spectral range is necessary to identify the functional form of the

relaxation process and to model its temperature dependence,25 we can readily conclude

that at sufficiently low temperatures, both compositions exhibit a degree of static struc-

tural disorder. The feature seen in HC(NH2)2PbI3 around 65 K is suppressed to varying

degrees from sample to sample and may be due to extrinsic effects associated with im-

purities or sample preparation. Here, we focus our analysis on the most pronounced loss

peaks (50 K to 80 K for CH3NH3PbI3 and 40 K to 50 K for HC(NH2)2PbI3). In addition

to these frequency-disperse loss peaks, the frequency-independent feature at ∼13 K in

the permittivity of HC(NH2)2PbI3 suggests a structural phase transition that has not been

reported.

The temperature-dependence of the relaxation dynamics is given in Figure 3. The

glassy slowing is much more abrupt with temperature for HC(NH2)2PbI3, suggesting that

this compound exhibits more fragile glass dynamics,25 an assertion which is corroborated

by our calorimetry (vide infra). So-called “strong” glass-formers like SiO2 exhibit substan-

tial local structural similarity between the glass and the melt, while “fragile” glass-formers

like toluene can take on a wide range of distinct configurations upon quenching and are of-

ten characterized by non-directional Coulomb or Van der Waals interactions.25 The distinct

dynamics observed in these two perovskites suggests that differences in molecular cation

size, shape, and dipole moment give rise to qualitative differences in the mechanism of

amorphization and the structure of the resulting statically disordered phases.

The heat capacities of both compositions are presented in Figure 4. As expected for

soft crystals, the heat capacities rise rapidly with temperature and begin to level off as

all phonon modes become appreciably populated.28 The known HC(NH2)2PbI3 first-order
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Figure 2: Low temperature detail of the real (ε′r) and imaginary (ε′′r) parts of the relative
permittivity of polycrystalline (a,b) CH3NH3PbI3 and (c,d) HC(NH2)2PbI3 extracted from
capacitance–loss measurements. Frequency-dependent dielectric loss peaks (↓) indicating
substantial slowing of relaxation dynamics are observed in both samples. Additionally,
a divergence in permittivity at 13 K for HC(NH2)2PbI3 indicates a previously unreported
structural phase transition.

Figure 3: Temperature, Tm, of the low temperature dielectric loss peak versus probe fre-
quency, ν. The stronger temperature dependence for HC(NH2)2PbI3 suggests that this
composition exhibits more fragile glass dynamics than CH3NH3PbI3.
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phase transition at ∼140 K (Supporting Information, Figure S2) is poorly captured with

our logarithmic temperature sampling. At 150 K, the heat capacities of both compositions

are well below the high temperature limit of 36R (gas constant R = 8.314 J mol−1 K−1)

predicted by Dulong and Petit for this crystal with a 12 atom formula unit.28 Indeed,

previously reported calorimetry of CH3NH3PbI3 up to 360 K gives a constant heat capacity

of ∼180 J mol−1 K−1 in the cubic phase. We postulate that this corresponds to saturation

of 21 or 22 of the 36 vibrational modes possible in this crystal: the 15 translational modes

of the inorganic atoms and molecular center of mass, the 3 rotational modes of the full

molecule, and 3 or 4 unidentified moderately soft intramolecular modes such as hydrogen

wagging or independent methyl and amine group rotations about the C–N axis. A similar

plateau of heat capacity up to 300 K at a slightly lower value of ∼170 J mol−1 K−1 has been

reported in the related CH3NH3PbCl3, CH3NH3PbBr3,16 and CH3NH3SnBr3.29 We suggest

that in these hybrid crystals, the heat capacity predicted from classical equipartition of

energy is only observed at temperatures well above the Debye temperature of the crystal

because of rigid localized modes associated with the molecular ion.

Direct calorimetric evidence of the glass transition in HC(NH2)2PbI3 is seen in the fea-

ture between 46 K and 51 K. This subtly enhanced heat capacity for the dynamically dis-

ordered state above the transition is not detectable in CH3NH3PbI3, consistent with its

stronger glass dynamics.25 The apparent small discrepancy in glass transition temperature

from the dielectric spectroscopy and from calorimetry is explained by sample tempera-

ture equilibration in the dielectric measurements as the sample was swept in the cooling

direction for the dielectric data in Figure 2.

Examination of the low temperature heat capacity on a plot of C/T 3 versus T , shown

in Figure 5, supports the hypothesis of glassy static disorder in both compositions. The

heat capacity of the crystal deviates substantially from the ∼T 3 scaling predicted by the

Debye model at low temperatures, as indicated by the low temperature “hump” in the

C/T 3 versus T plot.30,31 Systems with glassy disorder are well-known to exhibit heat ca-
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Figure 4: Low and intermediate temperature heat capacity of CH3NH3PbI3 and
HC(NH2)2PbI3, scaled by the gas constant and in absolute units. Error bars are smaller
than the markers for all points and are omitted. A glass transition in HC(NH2)2PbI3 is
evident between 46 K and 51 K while none is detectable in CH3NH3PbI3, consistent with
stronger glass dynamics in the latter compound.25

pacity in excess of that which can be attributed to acoustic phonons, though the exact

origin of the corresponding “Boson peak” in the vibrational density of states is still an ac-

tive area of research.32–34 The modeled curves in Figure 5 for various Debye temperatures

assume a single A-site atom rather than a molecule, a simplified model that nonetheless

reflects the negligible occupancy of high frequency intramolecular modes at low tempera-

tures. It is not possible to accurately determine Debye temperatures from these data: the

heat capacities deviate substantially from the Debye model at low temperatures, and at

intermediate temperatures the assumption of linear phonon dispersion is invalid for real

crystals, particularly these hybrid systems with molecular ions.

The broader hump in C/T 3 for HC(NH2)2PbI3 is consistent with our assertion that this

compound exhibits greater glass fragility than CH3NH3PbI3.30 Liu and Löhneysen have

compiled the maximum of C/T 3 and the corresponding temperature for a variety of amor-

phous and crystalline solids, and determined a scaling relation between these two param-

eters.35 By comparison with their data, the hybrid perovskites measured here (parameters

given in Table 1) fall in the region of polymeric and chalcogenide glasses.35 Specifically,
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Figure 5: Heat capacity, expressed as C/T 3, of CH3NH3PbI3 and HC(NH2)2PbI3, illustrating
deviation at low temperatures from the expected C ∝ T 3 acoustic phonon contribution
from the Debye model. ∗The heat capacities calculated from the Debye model assume the
A-site cation is a single atom rather than a molecule, a simplified model that nonetheless
accounts for the negligible activation of the stiffer rotational and vibrational modes of the
molecule at low temperatures.
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they are most similar by these metrics to poly(methyl methacrylate), polybutadiene, and

Apiezon N Grease,35 offering possible clues about the types of disorder and localized vi-

brational modes present in their ground state structures.

Table 1: Peak value, Pc = (C/T 3)T=Tmax, of the transformed heat capacity and corre-
sponding temperature, Tmax, for CH3NH3PbI3 and HC(NH2)2PbI3.

Sample Tmax (K) Pc (µJ g−1 K−4)
CH3NH3PbI3 5.92 30.4
HC(NH2)2PbI3 4.87 31.2

Careful examination of the literature suggests a degree of universality to this glassy

behavior in hybrid main group halides and related materials. Similar low temperature

dielectric loss dispersion has been reported but has not been adequately explained for

CH3NH3PbBr3, CH3NH3PbI3,12 and CH3NH3SnBr3.29 In these materials, no glass transi-

tion is observed directly in calorimetry16,29 suggesting an entropic subtlety to the effect

and correspondingly strong glass dynamics. Computational studies of CH3NH3SnBr3 sug-

gest many nearly degenerate possible ground state structures,9 which implies a tendency

towards glassy configurations. In the hybrid framework (CH3)2NH2Zn(HCOO)3, which

adopts the perovskite structure and exhibits similar disorder-driven dielectric transitions

to CH3NH3PbI3,36 glassy behavior and an associated memory effect have been observed

via temperature-dependent 1H NMR and low temperature calorimetry.37 A glassy slowing

of dynamics similar to those reported in this work is widely observed in “plastic crys-

tals,” which are composed of weakly interacting globular molecules that are orientation-

ally or conformationally disordered.38 We suggest that we may conceptualize the hybrid

perovskites as a special case of plastic crystal, with a sublattice of isolated, disordered

molecules embedded in an extended (and nominally ordered) inorganic framework. In

contrast to conventional glasses that lose translational symmetry, quenched plastic crys-

tals (such as the hybrid perovskites considered here) exhibit static local displacements

and orientational disorder but maintain long-range translational periodicity of the molec-

ular units. Recently, the analogy to plastic crystals has been identified and the possibility
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of orientationally glassy behavior has been predicted.39 In the same work, a theoretical

framework for treating the dynamically disordered cations and couplings between molec-

ular rotations and lattice vibrations has been proposed.39

The precise mechanism behind this glassy disorder in APbI3 is unclear. In CH3NH3PbI3,

early structural models based on transition entropies imply fully ordered molecular cations

in the orthorhombic phase,16 and ab initio calculations suggest high barriers to cation

twisting about the C–N axis if the inorganic framework is rigidly fixed.18 However, ex-

perimental evidence from quasi-elastic and elastic neutron scattering suggests substantial

dynamic disorder down to at least 70 K (the lowest temperature probed),11,17 and it is

likely that rotational barriers could be lowered significantly in the presence of distortions

of the soft Pb–I network. The same computational study suggests that freezing of a C–N

axis twisting motion at an orientation off of a nominal three-fold alignment is energetically

unlikely.18 It is possible that more complex motions are important. A “wobbling-in-a-cone”

libration has been identified in CH3NH3PbI3 at room temperature (∼300 fs) from 2-D vi-

brational spectroscopy,40 and it is possible that similar motions persist in the orthorhombic

phase. In light of the attractive interaction between the amine group hydrogens and the

iodides of the inorganic cage, it is unlikely that such wobbling would ultimately freeze in

an incoherent fashion unless it is accompanied by local distortions of the surrounding Pb–I

framework. Low temperature analyses of the crystal structure have not been reported, and

it is conceivable that the ground state of this material exhibits complex coupled disorder,

perhaps including incommensurate modulation of the organic and inorganic sublattices.41

In the absence of low temperature crystal structure models for HC(NH2)2PbI3, few

mechanistic conclusions can be drawn for this composition. This material presents a prime

opportunity for future study: compared to CH3NH3PbI3, the effects of the larger molecule

with a smaller dipole moment and multiple amine groups will be illuminating. The evi-

dence presented here of low temperature glassy behavior provides new insights towards a

complete description of crystal structure and disorder in this curious and promising family
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of materials.

Experimental Methods

Single crystals of CH3NH3PbI3 and polycrystalline samples of both compositions were pre-

pared via previously reported methods.10 Due to the slow spontaneous conversion at am-

bient temperatures of the black perovskite phase of HC(NH2)2PbI3 to the yellow phase of

1-D chains of face-sharing PbI6 octahedra,10 HC(NH2)2PbI3 samples were fully converted

to the perovskite phase just prior to measurement by heating in a glass vial with a hot air

gun, with the phase purity confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction.

For dielectric measurements, pellets were prepared by grinding polycrystalline samples

and cold-pressing to 9 tons in a 13 mm diameter cylindrical die. Indium contacts were

applied via low temperature soldering in a parallel plate capacitor geometry. Capacitance–

loss measurements were performed using an Andeen-Hagerling AH 2700A Ultra-precision

Capacitance Bridge. The sample environment was controlled using a Quantum Design

PPMS, over the temperature range of 1.8 K – 300 K. Real and imaginary components of

relative permittivity were calculated using a parallel plate capacitor model.

Heat capacity measurements were carried out between 2.2 K and 150 K via relaxation

techniques in a Quantum Design PPMS cryostat under high vacuum (9 × 10−6 torr). For

CH3NH3PbI3, a single crystal (∼1.5 mm, 5.25 mg) was measured. For HC(NH2)2PbI3, poly-

crystalline samples were ground, mixed with powdered iron (50.41% by mass, to enhance

thermal conductivity, observed to be extremely low in both compounds as has been re-

ported for CH3NH3PbI3 42), and cold-pressed to 1 ton in a 3 mm × 9 mm die. The pellet

was shattered, and a flat shard (4.48 mg) was measured. The background was subtracted

by separately measuring a similarly prepared sample of the metal diluent (4.90 mg) at the

same temperatures: the heat capacity of the composite sample was assumed to be a simple

linear combination of that of the perovskite and that of the diluent.
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Figure S1: Real (ε′r) and imaginary (ε′′r) parts of the relative permittivity of polycrys-
talline (a,b) CH3NH3PbI3 and (c,d) HC(NH2)2PbI3 extracted from capacitance–loss mea-
surements. The tetragonal-to-orthorhombic phase transition in CH3NH3PbI3 at 160 K is
accompanied by a steep drop in ε′r, consistent with the loss of tumbling degrees of freedom
of the CH3NH3

+ cation. In the high temperature regime, the intrinsic permittivity is ob-
scured by possible ionic conductivity1–4 as well as interfacial and microstructural effects5–7

that manifest as greatly enhanced apparent permittivity and loss.
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Figure S2: Differential scanning calorimetry of the phases of HC(NH2)2PbI3 corresponding
to the black, 3-D connected perovskite structure at ambient temperature. A first-order
phase transition is evident at 140 K.
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